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Abstract. Collagen remodeling occurs in many prostate pathologies; however, the underlying structural architecture in both normal and diseased prostatic tissues is largely unexplored. Here, we use second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy to specifically probe the role of the proteoglycan decorin (Dcn) on collagen assembly in a wild type (wt) and Dcn null mouse (Dcn−/−). Dcn is required for proper organization of collagen fibrils as it regulates size by forming an arch-like structure at the end of the fibril. We have utilized SHG metrics based on emission directionality (forward–backward ratio) and relative conversion efficiency, which are both related to the SHG coherence length, and found more disordered fibril organization in the Dcn−/−. We have also used image analysis readouts based on entropy, multivariate dimension, and wavelet transforms to compare the collagen fibril/fiber architecture in the two models, where all these showed that the Dcn−/− prostate comprised smaller and more disorganized collagen structures. All these SHG metrics are consistent with decreased SHG phase matching in the Dcn−/− and are more consistent with ultrastructural analysis of collagen in this model in other tissues, which show a more random distribution of fibril sizes and their packing into fibers. As Dcn is a known tumor suppressor, this work forms the basis for future studies of collagen remodeling in both malignant and benign prostate disease.
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1 Introduction

Proper collagen organization is critical for normal function and the architecture becomes abnormally assembled in many diseases, including connective tissue disorders, cancers, and fibroses. To use these alterations as biomarkers, it is critical to know the proper assembly in normal tissues to be used as comparison for diagnostic purposes. Alterations can be in the form of increased collagen synthesis, misaligned collagen, different isoform expression, and/or increase or loss of related matrix proteins. For example, in the connective tissue disorder osteogenesis imperfecta, the collagen is misfolded and results in incorrect fibril size and spacing, smaller fibers, and weaker mechanical structures. Relatedly, the loss of Col V, which is essential for correct Col I fibril formation, results in numerous structural defects. Moreover, an increase in Col V and III have been associated with cancers and fibroses in several tissues.

In this paper, we examine the effect of loss of the structural protein decorin on collagen assembly in the prostate, where we specifically quantify differences by using several second-harmonic generation (SHG) metrics developed in our laboratory. Although there have been a few reports on using SHG to image prostate cancer and benign prostate hyperplasia, the underlying collagen structure (fibril and fiber assembly) in the prostate has not been well examined. This is a significant consideration as such studies are necessary for better eventual diagnostics. To this end, we use a well-established mouse model (Dcn−/−) that has systemic loss of decorin. In addition to better understanding the role of Dcn on normal prostate assembly, insight into the consequences of its loss is important as it has been implicated as a tumor suppressor of prostate cancer. Moreover, the Dcn−/− mice are deficient in autophagy and more prone to develop tumors in other tissues studied previously.

The mouse prostate is a male accessory sex organ that comprises an exocrine ductal network enmeshed in a supporting stroma and divided into three distinct lobes: the coagulating gland [also known as the anterior prostate (AP)], dorsolateral prostate, and ventral prostate (VP). The prostate develops from the urogenital sinus in response to androgen stimulation and depends on a variety of signaling interactions involving a variety of factors, including sonic and Indian hedgehog (SHH and IHH), fibroblast growth factor 10 (FGF10), bone morphogenetic proteins 4 and 7, transforming growth factor β, notch1, nk3 homeobox 1, and forkhead box a1. These factors promote epithelial proliferation and prostatic bud initiation, elongation, and branching morphogenesis.

Decorin is an integral structural component of the extracellular matrix that binds to collagen fibrils and influences collagen organization. In normal tissue, the Dcn molecule acts as an arch around the fibrils, leading to relatively uniform fibril size and spacing. Dcn is colocalized with collagen in the periductal stroma and acellular interstitium and exerts a growth inhibitory
effect on epithelial proliferation. Studies examining various tissues, such as the skin, bone, and heart, have shown that loss of Dcn results in irregular fibril diameter and abnormal fibrillar organization. These findings suggest that loss of Dcn might incur similar disruptions in the architecture of the prostate, but this has not been previously investigated.

We have previously shown how SHG microscopy is a powerful tool for analyzing changes in collagen organization in many diseased states, including ovarian cancer, colon cancer, pulmonary fibrosis, and connective tissue disorders. Here, we use SHG microscopy to examine the collagen fibril and fiber architecture in the normal developing mouse prostate and Dcn−/− prostatic collagen matrix. We will specifically use our previously established tools in analyzing the SHG emission directionality, SHG efficiency in three-dimensional (3-D) tissues, as well as use wavelet transform analyses to analyze the fiber patterns in the wild type (wt) and Dcn−/− prostate tissues. All these tools exploit the differences in the SHG coherence properties that result from the normal and Dcn−/− matrices, specifically the difference in fibril structure that underlies the SHG contrast.

Importantly, all the SHG analyses are consistent with known ultrastructural biology assessments of the role of Dcn−/− in other tissues, while being performed on intact tissue slices on the SHG microscope.

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Animals

Dcn−/− mice were provided by Dr. Renato Iozzo (Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). All mice were maintained on a 12-h light and dark cycle. All procedures were approved by the University of Wisconsin Animal Care and Use Committee. Adult (8 to 10 weeks) Dcn−/− and wt (+/+ ) littermates were used in all studies. Genotypes were confirmed using PCR analysis.

2.2 Tissue Preparation

Prostates were obtained from Dcn−/− and wt male mice. The mice were anesthetized, sacrificed, and individual prostatic lobes were dissected. All prostatic lobes were immediately fixed in 4% formalin and refrigerated for 24 h before being switched to phosphate-buffered saline. The specimens were sectioned using a Leica Vibratome 1200S (Leica Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, Illinois) to thicknesses of 40 μm for SHG imaging. SHG imaging was performed on both the AP and VP lobes (from three wt and Dcn−/− mice), and at least three z series of ~100 μm in thickness were imaged per tissue. We have previously shown that fixing does not affect the resulting fibrillar assembly and only results in a slight shrinking of the tissue.

2.3 SHG Imaging System

The SHG system used for this study has been previously described. A mode-locked titanium sapphire laser excitation source (coherent Mira, Santa Clara, California) with a pulse width and repetition rate of ~100 fs and ~80 MHz, respectively, was coupled to a laser scanning unit (FluoView 300; Olympus, Melville, New York) mounted on an upright microscope (BX61; Olympus). All imaging was done at an excitation wavelength of 890 nm with an average power of ~20 mW at the specimen using a water immersion 40 × 0.8 NA objective. This system provided lateral and axial resolutions of ~0.7 and 2.5 μm, respectively.

The microscope simultaneously collected both the forward (F) and backward (B) components of the SHG intensity using identical calibrated detectors (7421 GaAsP photon counting modules; Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). The SHG wavelength (445 nm) was isolated with a 10-nm-wide bandpass filter (Semrock, Rochester, New York). Calibration of the F and B detection pathways was performed using two-photon excited fluorescence imaging of polystyrene beads emitting 445 nm. Circularly polarized light was verified at the focus to ensure equal excitation of all fiber orientations.

For all imaging metrics, we chose fields where there was at least 60% collagen coverage. This is in accordance with our previously published analyses in other tissues, e.g., ovarian tissues using SHG F/B and attenuation measurements as well as texture analyses.

2.4 Image Analysis

2.4.1 SHG emission directional analysis

We determine the SHG directional emission ratio \( F_{\text{SHG}}/B_{\text{SHG}} \) (or SHG creation ratio) which is reflective of the fibril diameter, the packing density, and regularity relative to the size scale of the SHG wavelength. This is determined by first measuring the \( F/B \) intensity ratio versus depth, where this axial response arises from a convolution of \( F_{\text{SHG}}/B_{\text{SHG}} \) and subsequent propagation through the tissue which is based on the scattering coefficient (\( \mu_s \)) and scattering anisotropy (\( g \)) at the SHG wavelength. The measured SHG directional (F/B) ratios were determined per optical section every 10 μm of depth using MATLAB software (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts). Monte Carlo simulations based on our modified customized MCML code for SHG microscopy are then used to uniquely extract \( F_{\text{SHG}}/B_{\text{SHG}} \) using the scattering coefficients of prostate. In the treatment here we used values from the literature, where the \( \mu_s \) is assumed to be 445 cm\(^{-1}\) and \( g \) to be 0.93.

2.4.2 SHG conversion efficiency analysis

We determine the relative SHG conversion efficiencies from each tissue. This metric is a convolved effect of the collagen concentration (square thereof) and the fibrillar organization relative to the wavelength of SHG emitted light and results from the magnitude of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor \( \chi^{(2)} \) and phase-matching conditions. Specifically, better phase matching results in brighter SHG. The relative conversion efficiency is determined by measuring the forward attenuation, i.e., relative SHG intensity as a function of depth through the tissue. Normalization between tissues is necessary to account for local variability within the same tissue (different fields of view) and to make relative comparisons between tissues. This metric is dominated by the conversion efficiency and primary filter (squared) based on \( \mu_s \) at the excitation wavelength. Our SHG MCML framework is then used to decouple the conversion efficiency. Here we assumed a \( \mu_s \) of 335 cm\(^{-1}\) at the laser excitation wavelength and ran a series of forward simulation based on initial guesses until the best fit is found. We have shown previously that the secondary filter effects (i.e., loss of the SHG signal) is negligible compared to the primary filter effect.
All the simulations were performed at the Wisconsin Center for High Throughput Computing at the University of Wisconsin–Madison and the values were stored in tables, permitting the image processing to be performed in custom MATLAB programs.

### 2.4.3 SHG image-based metrics

Multifractal analysis determines if a power-law scaling exists for various statistical moments at different scales, where monofractal and multifractal scaling behaviors are characterized by a single scaling exponential or a nonlinear function of the moments, respectively. In our specific case, a broader distribution of grayscale values (and feature sizes) would have a broader range of exponential values. The multifractal analysis was performed with the MATLAB tool in the signal-processing toolbox.

Entropy is a statistical measure of randomness that can be used to characterize the texture of the input image. In this context, entropy is defined as $-\sum p \log p$, where $p$ contains the normalized histogram count and was calculated with the MATLAB tool in the signal-processing toolbox.

For the maximum overlap discrete wavelet transform, the wavelet and scaling filter coefficients at level $j$ are computed by taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a product of DFTs. This is performed using the MATLAB tool in the signal-processing toolbox.

### 2.5 Statistical Analysis

Separate one-way analyses of variance with Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) posthoc tests were performed comparing extracted average SHG conversion efficiencies and average $F_{SHG}/B_{SHG}$ creation ratios from each sample cohort: VP and AP wt and Dcn$^{-/-}$. Each analysis compared the final extracted values from 9 to 12 total 3-D axial series from three randomly chosen fields of view from three unique mice from each cohort. The $p$-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Following the conclusion that Fisher’s LSD posthoc tests found $p < 0.05$ significance only in the AP WT versus Dcn$^{-/-}$ samples for SHG conversion efficiencies and $F_{SHG}/B_{SHG}$ creation ratios (see Sec. 3.2), all further image analyses were performed solely on the AP WT versus Dcn$^{-/-}$ sample cohorts. For these, sample means testing were performed using two-tailed, two-sample equal variance Student’s $t$-tests. All statistical analyses were completed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Collagen Fiber Morphology

The left and right columns of Fig. 1 show representative SHG images of prostate tissue extracted from wt and Dcn null mice, respectively, of the AP (top) and VP (bottom) lobes. Prostate tissue from the wt mice appears to have predominately thicker, higher-ordered collagen fibers in the AP. In contrast, Dcn null prostate tissue consists of a mostly thin, smaller network of fibers. These differences are much less pronounced for the VP gland. This could be due to differences in the morphology of the two different lobes previously shown by histology. Specifically, the AP is composed of densely folded epithelium within a thick fibromuscular sheath, whereas the VP is composed of simple acini surrounded by a thin fibromuscular sheath enmeshed in a loose reticular stroma. Thus, given the intrinsic irregularity of fibrillar mesh-like structure of the VP, loss of Dcn may then have little effect on the collagen structure. In contrast, the highly fibrillar AP is significantly affected by Dcn loss.

Other than showing the similarity in the forward attenuation data (relative conversion efficiency) where both AP and VP are shown, we will focus our analyses on the AP glands as significant differences in the respective VP glands were not found (see Sec. 3.2). We note that there is no significant variation in collagen morphology across different sampling regions.

#### 3.2 SHG Forward Attenuation and Forward/ Backward Ratios

##### 3.2.1 Conversion efficiency measurements by forward attenuation analysis

Figure 2 shows the forward attenuation curves (SHG intensity versus depth) for the AP and VP of the wt and Dcn$^{-/-}$ prostates. First, we note that there are minimal differences between the VP glands of the tissues. This is generally consistent with the observations of the similar morphology of the wt and Dcn$^{-/-}$ in this gland, as shown in Fig. 1 where similar morphologies will have similar phase-matching conditions and similar SHG intensity. The response of the wt AP likely appears similar to both the VP glands due to the normalization process that is necessary to plot these data between different tissues on the same scale. As a result, tissues that have different SHG conversion efficiencies and scattering properties can have similar-looking attenuation curves, and as a consequence, this analysis is best for comparing the same type tissue (i.e., same gland) from normal and pathologic tissues. Here, the attenuation curve for the AP Dcn$^{-/-}$ decays much faster than the AP wt. Based on the underlying physics, this means that Dcn$^{-/-}$ has lower conversion efficiency which would correspond to either less collagen or less ordered collagen or thinner collagen bundles, all of which are suggested by the image data in Fig. 1.

We use the SHG MCML framework to extract the relative SHG conversion efficiencies of the normal and Dcn$^{-/-}$ AP glands, where the simulation includes both the primary (335 cm$^{-1}$) and secondary filters (445 cm$^{-1}$; although the former dominates the response). The data and best fit simulations are shown in Fig. 2(b). Based on the published values of the optical properties, we have extracted relative conversion efficiencies of 10.82 $\pm$ 1.35 and 4.78 $\pm$ 1.29 for the normal and Dcn$^{-/-}$ tissues, respectively. These are statistically different from the values found in normal tissues. The ANOVA and LSD posthoc tests performed in SAS on the SHG conversion efficiencies and $F_{SHG}/B_{SHG}$ creation ratios were not statistically significant (LSD posthoc tests performed comparing wt, Dcn$^{-/-}$ to wt, Dcn$^{-/-}$).

---

Fig. 1 Representative SHG optical images from wt and Dcn$^{-/-}$ adult AP and VP prostatic lobes. Scale bar = 10 μm.
Moreover, these values are consistent with the wt having a more ordered collagen structure and/or thicker collagen fibers, resulting in better phase matching and brighter SHG.

### 3.2.2 Fibril size and distribution via SHG emission directionality

The measured $F$ versus $B$ as function of depth response is used to extract the $F_{SHG}/B_{SHG}$ emission direction, which is a subresolution parameter that arises from the fibril size and packing relative to $\lambda_{SHG}$. Figure 3 shows the averaged response from three tissues for the wt and Dcn AP lobes. We note that the Dcn$^{-/-}$ AP lobe has a significantly lower measured F/B versus depth ratio compared to wt, which we have shown is reflective of lower fibril organization. To quantify this difference, we use the SHG MCML framework to decouple the initial emission directionality $F_{SHG}/B_{SHG}$ from the scattered component at $(p = 0.0046)$. Moreover, these values are consistent with the wt having a more ordered collagen structure and/or thicker collagen fibers, resulting in better phase matching and brighter SHG.

> Fig. 3 (a) The measured forward/backward SHG as a function of depth (solid symbols and solid lines) for the AP$^+/+$ and AP$^-/-$ where each line represents the mean ± SEM of $n = 3$ along with the best-fit simulation based on the reduced scattering coefficient at 445 nm (open symbols and lines). The $R^2$ values between the data and best simulation are 0.88 and 0.79 for the wt and Dcn$^-/-$, respectively. The best-fit SHG emission directionality and significance $(p = 0.046)$ are shown in (b). The results are consistent with the Dcn$^-/-$ having decreased fibril organization.
λ_{SHG}. The best fit simulations for the wt and Dcn^{-/-} using published values for μ_s and g^{22} are given in Fig. 3(a) (R^2 values of 0.88 and 0.79, respectively). We then extracted F_{SHG}/B_{SHG} values of 3.35 versus 2.85 for the wt and Dcn^{-/-}, respectively (p = 0.046). The lower value for the null is consistent with the structure having either smaller or more disordered fibrils relative to the wt. Thus, our SHG analysis is consistent with structural analyses of the null in other tissues (skin etc.) by SEM, which directly showed a more disordered fibril structure.

3.3 Image Analysis Features

3.3.1 Entropy and multifractal dimension

To characterize the distribution of contrast levels from the collagen architecture between the wt and Dcn^{-/-} AP gland tissues, we determined the image entropy as a statistical measure. Here the entropy ranges from 0 to 1 where higher levels correspond to a larger distribution of gray scale levels, where in this formalism the absolute values are calculated. Figure 4(a) shows the extracted image entropy levels for the wt (0.87 ± 0.03) and Dcn^{-/-} (0.77 ± 0.02), where the latter had significantly decreased entropy (p = 0.036). The larger entropy for the wt indicates that the SHG arises from a wider distribution of larger collagen structures. This is consistent with the higher F_{SHG}/B_{SHG} values extracted for the wt [Fig. 3(b)], which arise from larger and more orderly distributed fibrils than those of the Dcn^{-/-}.

We next used multifractal analysis to further probe the distribution of fibers in each tissue. Figure 4(b) shows the resulting multifractal analysis of the forward collected SHG for the wt and Dcn^{-/-} tissues. Here, d(h) is the normalized probability of the Holder singularity exponent h. We point out that the wt has a broader distribution and extends to higher values in the distribution. This is consistent with larger ordered structures in the fibrillar architecture in the wt and is further consistent with the entropy analysis. The respective multifractal distributions for the backward collected SHG are similar to the forward SHG (not shown).

3.3.2 Quantification of coherence and effect on segmented image features

Figure 5 shows representative F and B collected images for the wt and Dcn^{-/-} from the AP glands. For both tissues, the forward collected images showed clear fibrillar behavior, whereas the backward collected images have many punctate or segmented spots mixed in with clear, contiguous fibers. However, these segmented fibers are much more evident in Dcn^{-/-}. We have previously reported this phenomenon in other tissues and shown that it arises from destructive interference within the focal volume in the backward emitted SHG. This arises because the coherence length of backward emitted SHG is shorter than the forward direction, as the phase mismatch Δk is larger, where the coherence length is given as 2π/Δk. In this framework, more disordered fibrils, with larger phase mismatch, as those seen in the Dcn^{-/-}, will lead to significant numbers of “segmented” fibers.

![Fig. 4](image-url) (a) Entropy of the forward-directed SHG for the AP^{+/+} and AP^{-/-}, where the higher value for the AP^{+/+} is consistent with larger structures (p = 0.036). (b) The multifractal dimension for the AP^{+/+} and AP^{-/-} where the larger values for the AP^{+/+} are further consistent with larger, more organized structures.

![Fig. 5](image-url) (a) Forward and Backward SHG images of the Dcn^{-/-} AP (a) and (b) wt AP. The segmented features in the backward channel arise from destructive interference from shorter coherence length structures, which are more pronounced in the Dcn^{-/-}. Scale bar = 50 μm.
We can use the extent of these segmented features to further compare the collagen architecture in wt and Dcn−∕− AP glands. Our approach uses the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform to probe the distribution of sizes of the features in the images. We have calculated the resulting energy coefficients from the transform in each level, where each scale corresponds to 2^n pixels. The results for the forward and backward images comparing the wt and Dcn−∕− are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively, along with the statistical differences between the tissues. In the forward collected SHG, there are no significant differences between the tissues, although the lower scales have values p ~ 0.1 and higher p values at larger scales. This corresponds to somewhat slightly dissimilar sizes of features in the tissues at small size and increasing similarity at larger-sized structures, comprising larger collections of fibers. This is consistent with the phase matching as small features (less than λ/4) result in both F_{SHG} and B_{SHG}, whereas larger features result only in forward emitted SHG.

Statistical differences are seen in the analysis of the backward collected data. The differences at low and medium scales are highly significant, where these diminish at larger scales. We stress that smaller sizes in the backward channel result from smaller features (and smaller F_{SHG}/B_{SHG} Values), whereas larger structures arise from multiple scattering of the forward SHG, rather than backward emitted SHG (i.e., B_{SHG}). We further note that the segmented features arise from subresolution fibril sizes (and packing therein), but they can be discerned by SHG through the differences in coherence length. In this case, we next note that this analysis completely agrees with the emission direction analysis in the prior section, where the Dcn−∕− had lower F_{SHG}/B_{SHG} values, corresponding to less ordered/smaller fibrils. We also note that while we have seen these segmented features in other tissues, the Dcn−∕− prostate is the most striking example to date.

**4 Discussion and Conclusions**

Our goal for this study was to establish a direct link between Dcn and the organization of the prostatic collagen matrix. SHG imaging and quantification techniques such as emission directionality (F_{SHG}/B_{SHG}), SHG conversion efficiency, and image feature analyses (including wavelet transforms, entropy determinations, and fractal dimension analysis) probed statistically significant structural differences (both fibril and fiber) in prostate collagen assembly in Dcn−∕− vis-à-vis wt mice. Importantly, all the measures were self-consistent with the conclusion of the Dcn−∕− having smaller, more disorganized fibrils. We note that this was achieved with a small cohort of three wt and Dcn−∕− mice each. This most likely occurred because there was extensive collagen remodeling associated with the loss of decorin coupled with the high sensitivity/specificity of SHG for imaging these alterations. This is also in line with our previous use of SHG for many applications.

The results are all consistent with the structural biology of Dcn in other tissues, where the Dcn−∕− has more randomly ordered fibrils but has not been shown in prostate. Additionally, our results confirm and expands the well-known biological function of decorin during development, that is, its ability to “decorate” collagen at crucial points. Indeed, decorin binds near the C terminus of collagen type I in a zone that coincides with the c1 band of the collagen fibril D-period. This location is very close to one of the major intermolecular cross-linking sites of collagen heterotrimers, suggesting that lack of decorin would interfere with collagen fibril stability. These aspects have been previously studied by ultrastructural techniques, but here are measured on the SHG microscope. In particular, the F_{SHG}/B_{SHG} emission ratio is directly linked to the fibril size and packing, and the lower value for the Dcn−∕− prostate is consistent with the structural biology findings.

We previously characterized the role of Dcn in development and morphogenesis of the mouse prostate. Our studies showed that loss of Dcn significantly increased epithelial proliferation and decreased branching morphogenesis in the AP. Similar trends that did not reach statistical significance were observed in the VP. The divergence of these findings in the AP and VP is echoed by the observations reported showing collagen disorganization to be more pronounced in the AP, as shown by all the SHG metrics here. A possible explanation for this is different functional redundancy for Dcn in the AP and VP. Biglycan is...
a proteoglycan highly related to decorin (70% shared similarity). Like Dcn, biglycan appears to play a role in the organization of collagen fibrils and there is evidence for some functional overlap between these two proteoglycans. Our preliminary studies have shown that biglycan is expressed in the developing prostate but differential expression in the lobes of the developing prostate has not yet been studied (unpublished observations).

Decorin and its loss have been implicated in several prostatic pathologies. For example, Dcn has been implicated as a tumor suppressor in prostate cancer, whereas biglycan has been shown to be expressed in the developing prostate, where there is a nonuniform swelling and disorganization of collagen fibers. Similarly, collagen remodeling has been shown to occur in prostate cancer, In sum, we believe this work may be useful in making connections between collagen structural changes and prostatic pathologies that may have direct future clinical impact.
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